HIGH-PERFORMANCE AEROSOLS
Whitmore's high-performance aerosols offer a broad range of lubrication products to fit many applications and needs. These aerosols produce outstanding results across many industries and demanding conditions. Our diverse line consists of Cleaners and Degreasers, Penetrating Lubricants, Open Gear-Chain- and Wire Rope Lubricants and Dry Film Lubricants. Whitmore aerosols reduce wear, increase reliability, minimize downtime and prolong equipment life, while lowering operating and maintenance costs.

**Cleaner and Degreaser**

**CITRUS SELECT™**

All-natural and versatile solvent, extracted from citrus peels, combined with emulsifiers for use in cleaning and degreasing safely and effectively. The special formula cuts quickly through heavy grease and grime and can be easily rinsed away with water. It is effective for all industrial applications, including, parts washing, degreasing concrete and wood floors, equipment cleaning, general degreasing, heavy tar and asphalt accumulations, and drain flushing.

- Multi-Purpose
- Biodegradable
- Citrus-Based

**Penetrating Lubricants**

**MECHANICS THREAD LOOSENER**

Fast-acting, highly effective penetrating oil. It provides maximum penetration of rust, corrosion, gum and varnish to loosen tightened parts. It also acts to displace moisture and provides a light lubricating oil to protect metal parts. Excellent for hard-to-reach applications.

- TCLP-Safe
- Fast-Acting
- Penetrates Quickly
- Prevents Rust & Corrosion
1001™ MULTI-PURPOSE LUBRICANT
Multipurpose, light penetrating oil for wire ropes, cables, springs and chains. It is a bag-on-valve aerosol that penetrates to minimize internal friction, increases wire rope life and protects against corrosion in all weather and salty environments.

- Multi-Service
- Non-Corrosive
- TCLP-Safe

MEDALLION™ PENETRATING CHAIN OIL
Food grade penetrating oil formulated for use in applications that require a lubricant meeting NSF H-1 requirements. It can be used as a light sanitary lubricant, penetrating oil or anti-rust film on equipment and machine parts where incidental contact with food is possible.

- Penetrates Quickly
- Prevents Rust & Corrosion
- NSF H-1 Approved

Available in traditional or bag-on-valve aerosol spray options. (The traditional spray option offers superior penetration due to foaming. The bag-on-valve spray option offers a very narrow and accurate spray.)

Open Gear, Chain and Wire Rope Lubricants

GEARMATE® 1000
Versatile, liquid lubricant for open gears, slideways, wire ropes and other rolling or sliding surfaces that dries to an adhesive lubricant film. The long lasting, tough film is unaffected by changing weather and reduces metal-to-metal contact, greatly prolonging gear life.

- Multi-Service
- TCLP-Safe
- Weather-Resistant
- Long-Lasting
SURTAC® 2000
Liquid lubricant that contains molybdenum disulfide and graphite solid lubricants for use on draglines and shovels and an open gear for kilns, ball mills, rack and pinion systems, grinding mills and dryers. It forms a protective coating, without the use of asphalt, solvents or lead, lowering operating temperatures, reducing wear and lowering lubricant consumption.

- Multi-Service
- Non-Asphaltic
- TCLP-Safe
- Lowers Operating Temps
- Reduces Wear
- Lowers Lubricant Consumption

HANDI-LUBE®
Superior liquid lubricant for open gears, slideways, wire ropes and other rolling or sliding surfaces that dries to an adhesive lubricant film. The long lasting, tough film is unaffected by changing weather and reduces metal-to-metal contact, greatly prolonging gear life.

- TCLP-Safe
- Weather-Resistant
- Long-Lasting
- Reduces Metal-to-Metal Contact
- Prolongs Gear Life

OPEN CHAIN LUBRICANT
Penetrating chain oil specifically formulated to meet the exacting lubrication requirements of chain drives. Its penetrating action draws the lubricant to the pins and bushings of a chain where lubrication is needed most. It quickly displaces moisture and contaminates, while preventing rust and corrosion.

- TCLP-Safe
- Prevents Rust & Corrosion
- Quickly Displaces Moisture & Contamination
- Reduces Wear
- Increases Equipment Life
WIRE ROPE LUBRICANT

Liquid lubricant for wire ropes, cables, springs and chains. Penetrates easily to minimize internal friction and increase the life of wire rope. Protects against corrosion in all weather and salty environments. Suitable for mining, construction, railroad and heavy industrial applications.

- TCLP-Safe
- All-Weather
- Prevents Corrosion
- Reduces Wear

Dry Film Lubricants

MOLY DRY FILM LUBRICANT

Lubricant that contains micro-fine MoS₂ suspended in a liquid, quick-drying carrier. It’s ideal for applications where oil or grease are not desired. It dries to the touch in seconds and bonds to both ferrous and nonferrous metals, plastic, glass and rubber. Excellent for use on camshafts, conveyors, cylinder walls, dies, gears, threads and other machine shop or garage applications.

- Quick Drying
- Reduces Friction & Wear
Established in 1893, Whitmore is a global leader in providing innovative products and services that increase the reliability, performance and lifespan of industrial assets. We manufacture reliability products, high performance lubricants, friction modifiers, application and equipment, lubrication management systems, desiccant breathers and cleaners designed to meet the specific needs of each industry and application. Industrial customers worldwide rely on Whitmore to deliver the performance engineered solutions industry counts on even in the most adverse conditions and demanding environments.

Whitmore maintains an industry-leading reputation for high quality products and customer service. Our family of products and services are sold worldwide through a distribution network committed to technical support and total customer satisfaction.

Whitmore is headquartered in Rockwall, Texas, and includes a fully integrated manufacturing plant, leading-edge research & development center, training facility and corporate offices.